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Long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) have emerged as critical regulators of tumor progression, and lncRNA expression levels could
serve as a potential molecular biomarker for the prognosis and diagnosis of some cancers. However, the prognostic value of
lncRNAs in oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) remains unclear. Thus, a meta-analysis was conducted to explore the
potential prognostic value of lncRNAs in OSCC. We systematically searched PubMed, EBSCO, Web of Science, and Elsevier
from 2005 to 2021 to identify all published studies that reported the association between lncRNAs and prognosis in OSCC.
Then, we used meta-analytic methods to identify the actual effect size of lncRNAs on cancer prognosis. The hazard ratios
(HRs) with 95% confidence intervals (95% CIs) were calculated to assess the strength of the association. The reliability of those
results was then examined using measures of heterogeneity and testing for selective reporting biases. According to the
inclusion and exclusion criteria, a total of 17 studies were eligible in our meta-analysis, involving 1384 Asian patients. The
results identified a statistically significant association of high lncRNA expression with poor overall survival [adjusted pooled
hazard ratio ðAHRÞ = 1:52; 95% confidence interval (CI): [1.26–1.84], p ≤ 0:001]. The present meta-analysis demonstrated that
lncRNA expression might be used as a predictive prognostic biomarker for Asian patients with OSCC.

1. Introduction

Oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) is a significant sub-
group of head and neck squamous cell carcinomas [1, 2].
OSCC is characterized by invasive growth, frequent metasta-
ses, and high recurrence, and its incidence is increasing, with
more than 274,000 new patients with OSCC every year
worldwide [3–5]. Although considerable developments in
diagnosis and combined treatments have been made in
recent years, the 5-year survival rate among OSCC patients
has not improved and remains less than 50% [6–8]. There-
fore, it is essential to identify useful biomarkers and thera-
peutic targets to improve the prognosis of OSCC.

Long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs), a class of regulatory
transcripts, are synthesized by RNA polymerase II and have
lengths greater than 200 nucleotides [8–10]. Recent studies
have shown that dysregulated lncRNAs play essential roles
in tumor cellular processes of cell proliferation, differentia-
tion, and invasion during cancer development and progres-
sion and play essential roles in tumorigenesis and
progression of ovarian [11], colorectal [11], gastrointestinal
[12], and lung cancers [13]. lncRNAs are regarded as essen-
tial therapeutic targets [14, 15].

Some studies have shown that abnormal lncRNAs con-
tribute to biological behaviors, clinical diagnosis, prognosis,
and treatment options in OSCC. HOX antisense intergenic
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RNA (HOTAIR) is a transacting lncRNA that was the first
identified lncRNA [16]. HOTAIR is located at chromosome
12q13.13, which is a regulatory boundary in the HOXC clus-
ter [17]. The expression level of HOTAIR was significantly
associated with metastasis, tumor differentiation, malignant
degree, and prognosis of the patients. In addition, the upreg-
ulation of HOTAIR expression promoted OSCC cell prolif-
eration, invasion, metastasis, and angiogenesis by binding
to EZH2 and H3K27me3 and ultimately E-cadherin gene
silencing [18]. H19 acts as an oncogene in OSCC by compet-
ing with miR-138 and releasing EZH2, thereby playing a role
in cell proliferation, migration, invasion, apoptosis, and
epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT), and high expres-
sion of H19 was correlated with TNM stage, lymph node
metastasis, and poor prognosis outcome [19]. One study
demonstrated that the low expression of lncRNA
AC012456.4 contributed to poor disease-free survival
(DFS) and indicated that lncRNA AC012456.4 remarkably
correlated with the JNK-STAT and MAPK signaling path-
ways in tumorigenesis and functioned as a novel target for
the diagnosis, clinical treatment, and outcome of OSCC
[20]. Due to varying diagnostic accuracy, limitations in sam-
ple size, different lncRNA types, and research methods, a
single-center study may be inaccurate and inadequate. Based
on the current research situation, the present study was
aimed at clarifying the clinical feasibility of lncRNAs as
potential biomarker candidates by systematically summariz-
ing all eligible articles.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Search Strategy. We conducted this meta-analysis
according to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic
Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines [21]. A
systematic literature review was searched from the PubMed,
EBSCO, Elsevier, Web of Science, and Elsevier databases for
papers online from 2005 to 2021. The search was performed
by two independent researchers (YW and XL). The follow-
ing search terms were used: (oral squamous cell carcinoma
or OSCC) and (lncRNA or (long noncoding RNA) or (long
noncoding RNAs)) and (prognosis or prognostic or sur-
vival). In addition, the cited references in the eligible studies
were also searched and reviewed.

2.2. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria. Inclusion criteria are as
follows: (1) the research design was a prospective or retro-
spective study, (2) the paper researched the relationship
between lncRNA and the prognosis of survival in OSCC,
(3) the hazard ratio and 95% CI of overall survival were
reported or could be calculated from the study, (4) more
than 20 cases were included, and (5) studies were published
in the English language. Two researchers (YW and XL)
decided the ultimate eligible studies, and disagreements were
resolved by consulting a third researcher (XBC). The exclu-
sion criteria were as follows: (1) studies without sufficient or
usable data; (2) reviews, laboratory articles, letters, unpub-
lished data, and conference abstracts; and (3) duplicate
publications.

2.3. Data Extraction and Quality Evaluation. Two investiga-
tors (YW and PW) perused the full text of the included arti-
cles and extracted relevant data independently from the
eligible studies. Extracted information included the name
of the first author, published year, regions, sample size,
lncRNA types, HR and 95% CI, case number, outcome,
HR estimation, and cutoff value [22]. The Newcastle–Ottawa
quality assessment scale (NOS) was used to assess the quality
of the included studies [23]. NOS scores of 1–3, 4–6, and 7–9
were designated as low, medium, and high quality, respec-
tively. The quality evaluation was conducted by XL and
PW independently, and disagreements were resolved
through group discussion with a third investigator (XLZ).

2.4. Statistical Methods. p < 0:05 was considered statistically
significant for comparing the groups with high and low
expression of lncRNAs regarding survival of OSCC patients.
p ≥ 0:05 was identified as no statistically significant differ-
ence between the two groups in OSCC patients.

HRs (HRs and 95% CIs) were calculated using a reported
method [24] and used to evaluate the overall survival effect.
If included articles reported the HR and 95% CI or did not
directly provide the HR, but they reported the O-E value
(observed value minus expected value), the 95% CI or the
log-rank p value, we could calculate accurate HRS. If only
the total number of cases, the number of each group, and
the log-rank p value were reported, the approximate HRs
could be calculated as described previously [24]. Addition-
ally, if only valid data were provided in the form of survival
curves, the data from Kaplan–Meier survival curves could be
used to calculate HRs by Parmar’s method [25].

Statistical heterogeneity within studies was detected by
the Q statistic and I2 statistics. If I2 ≤ 50% identified lower
heterogeneity, a fixed-effect model was used. If I2 > 50%
showed higher heterogeneity, the random-effect model was
used [26]. Subsequently, Egger’s method was used to detect
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Figure 1: A flowchart of the article search.
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publication bias and observed in the form of a funnel plot
[27]. If publication bias was found, then the HRs were
adjusted by the method of Duval and Tweedie’s trim-and-
fill [28].

3. Results

3.1. Literature Search and Characteristics of the Included
Studies. As shown in Figure 1, 631 articles were searched
in the databases of PubMed, Web of Science, EBSCO, and
Elsevier. After removing duplicate studies and ineligible
studies, 405 studies remained. After reading the title,
abstract, and keywords and further excluding irrelevant
studies (n = 358), 47 eligible articles were downloaded and
analyzed in detail. Seventeen articles were excluded because
HR could not be calculated, and 13 articles were excluded
because they did not focus on our area of interest. In the
end, 17 studies were included in this review [19, 20,
29–43]. The necessary information and data from the
included studies are shown in Tables 1 and 2. The studies
enrolled 1384 participants, with a maximum sample size of
252 and a minimum sample size of 30 patients. Eligible stud-
ies published from 2013 to 2021 reported an association
between lncRNA expression level and overall survival, and
all participants’ ethnic backgrounds were Asian. In addition,
lncRNAs and relevant targets in oral squamous cell carci-
noma are shown in Table 3.

3.2. Quality Evaluation. The data were extracted from all
17 eligible studies. According to the NOS quality assess-
ment system, 9 studies were of high quality, 6 studies
were of medium quality, and 2 studies were of low qual-
ity (Table 1). The average score of all included studies
was 6.53. In addition, four studies were based on multi-
variate analysis, and 13 studies were based on univariate
analysis. HR and 95% CI of each study are shown in
Table 2.

3.3. Meta-Analysis. The meta-analysis data of pooled HRs of
overall survival were extracted from the 17 included studies.
The results showed a pooled HR of 1.52 (95% CI, 1.26–1.84;
p < 0:001) with statistically significant heterogeneity (Q-sta-
tistic, 75.00; I2 = 71:80%, p value < 0.001, random-effect
model) (Figures 2(a) and 2(b)). Compared with the
decreased lncRNA expression group, upregulated lncRNA
expression was correlated with poor prognosis.

Most of the lncRNAs were investigated in a single study;
only NEAT1 was investigated in two studies. We then con-
ducted a meta-analysis to assess the relationship between
NEAT1 expression and overall survival (OS) in OSCC
patients. We noted that the heterogeneity was significant
(I2 = 71:05%, p = 0:06). Therefore, a random-effect model
was applied, and the results of the analysis showed that
NEAT1 was not significantly associated with OS (HR: 2.49,
95% CI: 0.73-8.51; p = 0:15) (Figure 3).

Table 1: Necessary information about the included studies.

Study ID lncRNA Country Sample Reference
Detection
method

Sample
size

Outcome
Source of

HR
Cutoff
value

NOS

Jie Wu, 2015 [18] HOTAIR China Tissues GAPDH qPCR 100 OS Log rank Median 7

Yonglong Hong, 2017
[19]

H19 China Tissues GAPDH qPCR 42 OS Sur curve NA 6

Luyi Chai, 2018 [29] ANRIL China Tissues GAPDH qPCR 130 OS Sur curve Median 6

Yan Guo, 2018 [30] CEBPA-AS1 China Tissues GAPDH qPCR 60 OS Reported Median 3

Gang Huang, 2018 [31] NEAT1 China Tissues
NEAT1/
RGS20

qPCR 30 OS Sur curve NA 8

Xiaohua Liu, 2018 [32] NEAT1 China Tissues GAPDH qPCR 58 OS Sur curve Median 7

Koyo Nishiyama, 2018
[33]

DLEU1 Japan Tissues
ACTB (β-
actin)

qPCR 252 OS Sur curve Median 8

Tingru Shao, 2018 [34] AC0077271.3 China Tissues GAPDH qPCR 80 OS Reported Median 6

Chengcao Sun, 2017
[35]

PDIA3P China Tissues GAPDH qPCR 58 OS Sur curve NA 3

Chengmei Yang, 2016
[36]

SOX21-AS1 China Tissues GAPDH qPCR 86 OS Reported Median 6

Chenzheng Zhang2,
2017 [37]

FTH1P3 China Tissues
GAPDH/

U6
qPCR 70 OS Log rank Mean 9

Chenzheng Zhang1,
2017 [38]

LINC00668 China Tissues
GAPDH/

U6
qPCR 50 OS Log rank Mean 8

Zhongzhi Jin, 2018
[39]

MORT China Tissues GAPDH qPCR 59 OS Reported Median 7

Zhe Liu, 2018 [40] HNF1A-AS1 China Tissues GAPDH qPCR 62 OS Sur curve Median 5

Qian Lyu, 2019 [41] MINCR China Tissues GAPDH qPCR 80 OS Sur curve Median 6

J, Wang, 2019 [42] LACAT1 China Tissues GAPDH qPCR 78 OS Sur curve Median 7

Yixin Yang, 2019 [43] CASC9 China Tissues GAPDH qPCR 84 OS Reported Median 9
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Subsequently, we conducted subgroup analyses accord-
ing to univariate and multivariate analyses, NOS score eval-
uation, and source of HR. The results are shown in Table 4.
The combined analysis showed that upregulated lncRNA
expression has significant prognostic value in OSCC: univar-
iate analysis (AHR: 1.43, 95% CI: 1.20–1.71, p < 0:001), mul-
tivariate analysis (AHR: 2.50, 95% CI: 1.65–3.78, p < 0:001),
source of HR (reported: HR: 1.85, 95% CI: 1.51-2.26, p <

0:001; survival curve: AHR: 1.18, 95% CI: 1.10-1.27, p <
0:001), and NOS score evaluation (high: 1.64, 95% CI:
1.38–1.96, p < 0:001; medium: 1.45, 95% CI: 1.01–2.07, p =
0:04; low: 3.78, 95% CI: 1.92-7.44, p < 0:001).

Publication bias of the included articles was evaluated by
funnel plots and Begg’s bias test. The shape of the funnel
plot was asymmetrical, and the p value of Begg’s test was
0.002 for OS of all enrolled articles, suggesting the existence

Table 2: Characteristics of the included studies.

lncRNAs Reference U&M analysis
Case number OS

High expression Low expression HR (95% CI) p value

HOTAIR Jie Wu, 2015 [18] U 30 70 2.64 (1.14-6.10) 0.02

H19 Yonglong Hong, 2017 [19] U 25 17 1.10 (1.0-1.21) 0.05

ANRIL Luyi Chai, 2018 [29] U 57 73 1.39 (1.07-1.80) 0.01

CEBPA-AS1 Yan Guo, 2018 [30] U 30 30 6.71 (3.61-8.73) <0.001
NEAT1 Gang Huang, 2018 [31] M 12 18 5.54 (1.5120.38) 0.01

NEAT1 Xiaohua Liu, 2018 [32] U 26 32 1.52 (1.02-2.28) 0.04

DLEU1 Koyo Nishiyama, 2018 [33] M 126 126 1.28 (1.05-1.56) 0.01

AC0077271.3 Tingru Shao, 2018 [34] U 40 40 3.08 (0.95-10.02) 0.06

PDIA3P Chengcao Sun, 2017 [35] U 32 26 2.72 (1.62-6.36) <0.001
ANRIL Chengmei Yang, 2016 [36] U 57 73 1.39 (1.07-1.80) 0.01

SOX21-AS1 Chenzheng Zhang2, 2017 [37] M 57 29 5.66 (1.85-17.30) 0.002

FTH1P3 Chenzheng Zhang1, 2017 [38] U 37 33 2.71 (1.40-5.27) 0.003

LINC00668 Zhongzhi Jin, 2018 [39] U 15 35 2.74 (1.07-7.01) 0.03

MORT Zhe Liu, 2018 [40] U 31 28 1.51 (1.08-2.11) 0.02

HNF1A-AS1 Qian Lyu, 2019 [41] U 32 30 1.75 (1.25-2.46) <0.001
MINCR J, Wang, 2019 [42] U 40 40 1.64 (1.11-2.43) 0.01

LACAT1 Yixin Yang, 2019 [43] U 34 44 2.33 (1.06-5.12) 0.04

CASC9 Jie Wu, 2015 [18] M 53 31 2.31 (1.12-4.75) 0.02

Table 3: lncRNAs and relevant targets in oral squamous cell carcinoma.

lncRNAs Poor prognosis Role Relevant targets Function Reference

HOTAIR Upregulated Oncogene Cyclin D1, EGFR， c-Myc Proliferation/invasion/metastasis/angiogenesis [18]

H19 Upregulated Oncogene miR-138, EZH2 Proliferation/invasion/apoptosis/EMT [19]

ARNIL Upregulated Oncogene miR-125a, ESRRA Proliferation/invasion/migration [29]

CEBPA-AS1 Upregulated Oncogene CEBPA, Bcl2 Proliferation/invasion/migration/apoptosis [30]

NEAT1 Upregulated Oncogene miR-365, RGS20 Migration/invasion/progression [31, 32]

DLEU1 Upregulated Oncogene HA-CD44 Proliferation/invasion/migration [33]

AC007271.3 Upregulated Oncogene β-Catenin, CyclinD1, c-muc, Bal-2 Proliferation/invasion/migration [34]

PDIA3P Upregulated Oncogene miR-185-5p, CCND2 Proliferation. [35]

SOX21-AS1 Upregulated Oncogene miR-145 Proliferation/invasion/growth [36]

FTH1P3 Upregulated Oncogene miR-224-5p Proliferation [37]

LINC00668 Upregulated Oncogene miR-297/VEGFA Progression [38]

MORT Upregulated Oncogene ROCK1 Proliferation [39]

HNF1A-
AS1

Upregulated Oncogene STAT3 Proliferation/migration/EMT [40]

MINCR Upregulated Oncogene Wnt/β-catenin Proliferation/invasion [41]

LACAT1 Upregulated Oncogene MicroRNA-4301 Proliferation/differentiation [42]

CASC9 Upregulated Oncogene AKT/mTOR
Proliferation/apoptosis/autophagy/

progression
[43]
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of significant publication bias in the meta-analysis. Then, we
use Duval and Tweedie’s trim-and-fill method to adjust the
HRs. The outcome of this study was adjusted for HRs.

4. Discussion

Oral squamous cell carcinomas (OSCC) are often detected at
an advanced clinical stage with metastasis, and poor progno-

sis of oral cancer may lead to high incidence [44]. Despite
considerable advances being achieved in medical technolo-
gies for cancer diagnosis and treatment in the past decades,
the 5-year survival rate for patients with OSCC remains less
than 50% [45].

Accumulating evidence reveals that lncRNAs serve criti-
cal regulatory roles in diverse biological processes, including
gene expression, cell invasion, migration, and tumorigenesis

Study name LncRNA type

Statistics for each study

Hazard ratio and 95% CI
Hazard

ratio
Lower

limit
Upper

limit Z-Value p-Value

Chengcao Sun 2017 2.718 1.162 6.358 2.306 0.021
Chengmei Yang 2016 5.660 1.851 17.308 3.040 0.002
Chenzheng Zhang1 2017 2.736 1.068 7.010 2.097 0.036
Chenzheng Zhang2 2017 2.714 1.397 5.271 2.948 0.003
Gang Huang 2018 5.540 1.506 20.382 2.576 0.010
Jie Wu 2015 2.640 1.141 6.107 2.269 0.023
Koyo Nishiyama 2018 1.280 1.050 1.561 2.442 0.015
Luyi Chai 2018 1.390 1.072 1.803 2.480 0.013
Tingru Shao 2018 3.083 0.940 10.112 1.858 0.063
Xiaohua Liu 2018 1.520 1.015 2.276 2.034 0.042
Yan Guo 2018 6.710 2.181 20.643 3.320 0.001
Yonglong Hong 2017

Qian Lyu 2019

Zhe Liu 2018
Zhongzhi Jin 2018
J,Wang 2019
Yixin Yang 2019

1.100 1.000 1.210 1.968 0.049

1.640 1.106 2.432 2.461 0.014

1.750 1.247 2.456 3.236 0.001
1.510 1.082 2.108 2.422 0.015
2.330 1.060 5.122 2.105 0.035

PDIA3P
SOX2-AS1
LINC00668
FTH1P3
NEAT1
HOTAIR
DLEU1
ANRIL
AC007271.3
NEAT1
CEBPA-AS1
H19

MINCR

HNF1A-AS1
MORT
LACAT1
CASC9 2.310 1.123 4.752 2.275 0.023

1.841 1.510 2.243 6.046

1.841 1.510 2.243 56.746

0.001

Low expression High expression

Meta analysis

Duval and tweedie trim-and-fill analysis 
Observed values
Adjusted values
(I-squared = 72%, P = 0.000)

Q value

Overall

1.524 1.262 1.840 75.001
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Figure 2: A meta-analysis evaluating the hazard ratio of lncRNA expression and the overall survival of OSCC. (a) The forest plot for evaluating
all included studies. I2 = 71:80% was identified as higher heterogeneity, and the random-effect model was used. Publication bias was found, and
HRs were adjusted by Duval and Tweedie’s trim-and-fill method. (b) The funnel plot for detecting publication bias. Observed studies were
represented by white circles. Possibly missed studies, represented by black circles, were imputed by Duval and Tweedie’s trim-and-fill
method. The observed and theoretical combined effect sizes were represented by white and black rhombuses, respectively.
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[46]. Previous meta-analyses have demonstrated high
expression of lncRNAs to correlate with poor prognosis in
patients with various cancers, such as ovarian [11], colorec-
tal [11], gastrointestinal [12], and lung cancers [13]. How-
ever, no meta-analyses have revealed the role of lncRNAs
in OSCC prognosis.

We conducted a meta-analysis to validate the accuracy
and value of the theoretical results of lncRNAs as prognostic
molecular markers in patients with OSCC. A total of 17
studies, including 1384 patients, were enrolled within our
meta-analysis. The expression of PDIA3P, SOX21-AS1,
LINC00668, FTH1P3, NEAT1, HOTAIR, DLEU1, ANPIL,
CEBPA-AS1, H19, HNF1AAS1, MORT, LACAT1, CASC9,
and MINCR was upregulated. There are no downexpression
lncRNAs in participants of this analysis. The analysis
showed a reliable result for upregulated lncRNA expression
to correlate with poor prognosis in OSCC (HR: 1.52, 95%
CI: [1.26, 1.84]; p < 0:001, random effect). Also, subgroup
analysis revealed that lncRNA expression correlated with
prognosis, while the analysis method, source of HR, and
NOS score evaluation did not significantly affect the pooled
results of this meta-analysis. By our analysis, these findings

suggest that lncRNA can be developed as a prognostic and
therapeutic biomarker in OSCC.

Several lncRNAs with high HR in this study have also
been reported in other cancers other than OSCC accidents.
For example, CEBPA-AS1 with high HRs (HR: 6.71, 95%
CI: 3.61-8.73) was also reported in gastric cancer. Ke et al.
found that high expression of CEBPA-AS1 has a poor prog-
nosis patients with gastric cancer [47]. HOTAIR, as one of
the most crucial lncRNA, has been extensively studied, and
overexpression HOTAIR is correlated with poor survival
for breast, colon, and liver cancer patients [48]. This study
also showed that patients with high expression HOTAIR
have a poor prognosis in OSCC. While the prognostic value
of NEAT1 was assessed, and the pooled HRs were 2.49 (95%
CI: 0.73–8.51, p = 0:15, random effect), the results showed
that NEAT1 was not statistically significantly associated with
OS. Only two studies were included in this evaluation,
resulting in a low power of evidence. NEAT1 has been found
to be associated with many different types of cancer progno-
sis. Fu et al. identified that lncRNA NEAT1 was overex-
pressed in gastric cancer tissues and cell lines, and patients
with high levels of NEAT1 had more reduced survival than

Study name

Gang Huang 2018

Xiaohua Liu 2018

Overall

LncRNA type

NEAT1

NEAT1

Hazard
ratio

Lower
limit

Upper
limit Z-Value p-Value

5.540

1.520

2.487

1.506

1.015

0.726

20.382

2.276

8.514

2.576

2.034

1.451

0.010

0.042

0.147
0.01 0.1 1 10 100

Low expression High expression

Meta analysis

Hazard ratio and 95% CI

Statistics for each study

Figure 3: Forrest plots of studies evaluating hazard ratios of NEAT1 and the overall survival of OSCC patients. I2 = 71:05% was identified as
higher heterogeneity, and the random-effect model was used.

Table 4: Subgroup analyses of the prognosis of OSCC patients with lncRNA expression.

Studies (n) HR (95% CI) p value Heterogeneity I2 (%) p value
p for Begg
(2-tailed)

p for Egger
(2-tailed)

Pub. bias AHRa (95% CI) p value

All studies (17) 1.84 (1.51-2.24) <0.001 71.80 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 Yes 1.52 (1.26-1.84) <0.001
U&M analysis

Univariate (13) 1.62 (1.35-1.95) <0.001 67.48 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 Yes 1.43 (1.20-1.71) <0.001
Multivariate (4) 3.51 (2.16-5.71) <0.001 9.57 0.35 0.50 0.22 Yes 2.50 (1.65-3.78) <0.001

Source of HR

Sur curve (9) 1.45 (1.20-1.74) <0.001 66.98 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 Yes 1.18 (1.10-1.27) <0.001
Reported (8) 2.19 (1.74-2.74) <0.001 37.28 0.12 0.04 <0.01 Yes 1.85 (1.51-2.26) <0.001

NOS scoreb

High (9) 1.91 (1.56-2.32) <0.001 11.96 0.34 0.04 <0.01 Yes 1.64 (1.38-1.96) <0.001
Medium (6) 1.92 (1.33-2.78) <0.001 79.36 <0.01 0.05 <0.01 Yes 1.45 (1.01-2.07) 0.04

Low (2) 3.78 (1.92-7.44) <0.001 36.72 0.21 — — NO — —

Abbreviations: HR: hazard ratio; CI: confidence interval; Pub. bias: publication bias; AHR: adjusted HR; U&M analysis: univariate & multivariate analysis.
aAHR: if publication bias was found, the HRs were adjusted and reevaluated; if the number of combined studies was not >3, the publication bias could
not be analyzed. bNOS score: the NOS score was used to evaluate the quality of the included studies, and NOS scores of 1–3, 4–6, and 7–9 were
considered to indicate low, medium, and high quality, respectively.
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those with lower levels of NEAT1 [49]. Chen et al. found that
high expression of NEAT1 predicts poor prognosis and has a
crucial regulatory role in esophageal squamous cell carci-
noma [50]. Therefore, further research needs to confirm
the mechanisms of NEAT1 in the progression of OSCC.

In this study, we also collected mechanisms of lncRNAs;
9 of the included studies investigated the correlation
between lncRNAs and microRNAs. It could be evidenced
from these researches that the relationship between
lncRNAs and microRNAs is associated with cancer inci-
dence. The same lncRNA is associated with the occurrence
and development of different cancers, but the mechanism
is still unclear. In the future, research hotspots may be
focused on the method of simultaneous intervention with
multiple RNA by exploring the interrelationship between
lncRNA and multiple types of RNA.

It should be stressed that there are several limitations in
our meta-analysis. Firstly, only 17 studies were eligible in
this meta-analysis, which might weaken the reliability of
our results. Secondly, remarkable statistical heterogeneity
(I2 = 71:80%) was observed, which may be due to the differ-
ences in cancer types, internal control, cutoff value, clinical
characteristics, and sample sizes. The geographical bias
may be present, as all studies were performed in Asia. As
demonstrated in previous studies, people of different race/
ethnicity vary in their risk of developing OCSS, and the dif-
ferences in OS may link both to the genetic and the lifestyle.
We hope that other countries in different regions will also
conduct relevant research and reports in the future. Finally,
some HRs were extracted from the survival curves, which
may lead to small statistical errors.

5. Conclusion

Despite several limitations described above, the meta-
analysis offers evidence that upregulated lncRNAs are signif-
icantly corrected with poor OS in Asian patients with OSCC,
which demonstrated that the lncRNAs could serve as the
prognostic factor for Asian patients with OSCC. However,
large-scale and comprehensive studies are needed to
improve the credibility of our findings and thus promote
the clinical utility of lncRNAs in OSCC prognosis
evaluation.
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